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Outline
 What makes B so special? 

Tension!
 Dynamic effects of B in the diffuse ISM

•  Turbulence driving via the magnetorotational instability
•  Vertical support of the ISM
•  Countering the effects of self-gravity

 Dynamic effects of B in GMC formation
•  Parker instabilities
•  The magneto-Jeans instability
•  Magnetic effects on forming GMCs
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Magnetic Tension 
Special effect of magnetic fields is  interaction with shear flow via tension forces: 
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Effects of B in the diffuse ISM
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ISM turbulence

  Milky Way: 
•  Turbulent δv ~ 7 km s-1   for both warm, 

cold HI gas near Sun                    
(Heiles & Troland 2003)

  External galaxies:
•  Measured for face-on galaxies;
       total HI δv ~ 6-12 km s-1 

•  No secular trend of δv  with galactic 
radius, even outside optical disk

•  Variations in δv uncorrelated with 
spiral arm phase/star formation

NGC 1058 -- Dickey et al 1990; Petric 
& Rupen 2007

NGC 1232 -- van Zee & Bryant 1999) 

Heiles & Troland (2003) 
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Driving of ISM turbulence
 Traditional view: driving by supernovae 
 Problems with driving only by SN (+ HII regions)

•  Intermittency of SF
•  No observed correlation of turbulence with SF (arm/interarm; inner/

outer disk)
•  Outer disks lack active SF but appear to contain cold gas that would 

collapse gravitationally without turbulence

 Contributing non-stellar sources:
•  Magnetorotational instability (sheared rotation +B)
•  Sub-threshold swing amplification (sheared rotation + G)
•  Non-steady spiral shocks
•  Other (thermal instability, Parker instability, CRs…)

May be 
particularly 
important in 
outer galaxies!
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Magnetorotational Instability
  MRI is a generalization of Balbus-Hawley (1991) instability
  MRI requires angular velocity Ω to decrease outward
  Magnetic fields connect inward-displaced and outward-displaced fluid 

elements and transfer angular momentum from small R to large R
  Sellwood & Balbus (1999) suggested MRI may be important in galaxies
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Physics of Magnetorotational Instability

1.  Radial perturbation in vertical B-field
2.  Horizontal B-field is sheared out azimuthally
3.  Azimuthal B-field exerts tension force
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Physics of Magnetorotational Instability

4. Tension force reduces/increases angular momentum
5. Matter moves inward/outward to restore centrifugal balance 
6. Radial perturbation in B increases
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Development of MRI in two-phase medium

Piontek & Ostriker (2004)

100 pc

n=1 cm-3 

Bz=0.26 µG

z

R

  Differences in galaxies from MRI in accretion disks 
•  ISM gas is cloudy/multi-phase, due to thermal instability
•  ISM gas has thermal  pressure P set by heating & cooling
•  mean density is set by cold medium “loading”
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Growth of MRI in ISM

  Growth rates ~ same as in single-phase medium at same ρ, provided intercloud 
separation < λ/2

  Fastest-growing modes have γ ~ Ω ⇒ tgrow ~ torbit ~100 Myr
  Clouds grow by agglomeration; strong bends in B-field are in clouds
  MRI “channel flow” dominates late stages of 2D models

Piontek & Ostriker (2004) 
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3D MRI in ISM 
gas

Piontek & Ostriker (2005)Two-phase turbulent ISM model

•  g=0 ⇒ no vertical 
stratification

•  Initial n=1 cm-3 

•  Initial  Bz=0.26 µG
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Turbulence history, unstratified
 Standard model: initial n=1 cm-3 ; Bz=0.26 µG
 Late time: δvtot=2.7 km s-1; δvx =1.9, δvy =1.7, δvz =0.7 km s-1 
                     Btot=2-3 µG;  Bx=1.3, By=1.9, Bz=0.5 µG;
                     similar values in all phases

velocity magnetic field 
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Saturation of MRI turbulent velocities
  Flow fully turbulent within ~ 5 orbits:  δv21/2 = 3 km s-1× n -0.77    
  Scaling agrees with prediction from equating 
        dE/dtMRI input ~ Ω-BxBy/(4π ρ) ∝ n-1.4 with
        dE/dtcollis diss ~ (δv)3 ρ/(rclρcl) ∝ n 
  At low n,  cold cloudlets are trans-sonic with respect to warm gas  (up to 8 km s-1)
  Low- n velocity dispersions are large enough to explain outer-galaxy turbulence
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Mean density (cm-3) Piontek & Ostriker (2005)
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Saturation scalings of turbulent magnetic field

 B2 ~independent of n, 
unlike single-phase MRI case

 In saturated state,        
        β=Pth/PB~0.5
 Note: Heiles & Troland 

(2003, 2005) Solar-nbhd P/
k=3000 K cm-3 and   

     B=6 µG      ⇒      βobs≈0.3
 Is saturation at β ~1 because 

growth rate
        ~ Ω βy

1/2    
        = reconnection rate
        ~ vA,y/H~ Ω βy

-1/2? 

B-field strength 

Piontek & Ostriker (2005)
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 Cold gas preferentially 
settles in midplane

 Magnetic field strengths 
similar in all gas phases 
and independent of total 
surface density;

      β=Pth/PB~0.5

Solar neighborhood model:
  128x128x384 box
  tmax= 10 orbits
          =2.5 109 yrs
  ninit(z=0) =1 cm-3

  Σtot=10 M pc-2
R 

ϕ 
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300 pc 

900 pc 

300 pc 

Piontek & Ostriker (2007)

MRI+gz�
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Vertical distributions

Piontek & Ostriker (2007)
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Contributions to vertical support
  Quasi-steady “vertical equilibrium” is established

  Most of midplane support is magnetic when  Σcold >Σwarm
  Upper layers supported by thermal + magnetic pressure
  Kinetic terms are small

Fractional  support against gravity 
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Piontek & Ostriker (2007)
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Outer disk model
  Low surface density Σtot=6 M pc-2  
  Low gravity  ρeff =0.003M pc-3
  Compared to inner-disk,
–  Lower fraction of cold gas (20%)
–  Larger δv~ 5 km/s
–  Similar magnetic field strength
–  Larger cold gas scale height ⇒ vA > 8 km/s

1.8 kpc 
Piontek & Ostriker (2007)
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Vertical profiles compared

Inner galaxy model Outer galaxy model 

Low mean midplane density in outer-galaxy case ⇒ vA > 8 km/s 
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Implications for outer-galaxy SF
 Due to MRI,

•  turbulent δB provides magnetic 
support of clumps and drives δv 

•  turbulent δv stirs gas, breaks up 
clumps, and drives δB 

 When cold mass fraction is low 
(at low <n> ), combined effects 
prevent self-gravitating collapse 
compared to unmagnetized case

 Preliminary results show MRI 
suppresses collapse of cold 
clouds when <n> ≈ 0.1-0.2 cm-3

Piontek & Ostriker (2008)
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Dynamic effects of B in GMC formation
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Parker Instability
Characteristics from linear-theory analysis:
•  Intrinsically three-dimensional
•  Driven by magnetic buoyancy in background gravitational field from 

gas and stars; matter slides along field lines to collect in magnetic 
valleys

•  Range of azimuthal wavelengths near  λy~ 2πH~ 2LJ ~  2 kpc; 
                                       initial growth rate ~ vA/H ⇒ t ~ 107 yr
•  Preference for long vertical wavelength (no nodes)
•  No strong dependence on radial wavelength
•  Rotation has stabilizing tendency at long wavelength 
•  Spiral arm regions are preferred for higher growth rates

Symmetric mode Antisymmetric (midplane-crossing) mode

y
z

Refs:
Parker 1966, 1967
Shu  1974
Mouschovias et al 
1974
Hanawa  et al 1992
Giz & Shu 1993
J.Kim & Hong 1998
Chou et al 2000
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Nonlinear development of Parker mode
  Both with and without shear, ρmax<2 ρ0;  Σmax<1.5 Σ0 
  Late-time state has weak density and velocity fluctuations; near-uniform B

fractional density perturbation 
Total surface density central density

(a-c): t/torb=2; (d): t/torb= 3

See also: J. Kim et al 1998
J. Kim, Ryu & Jones 2001

xy

z

17H17H

8H

Kim, Ostriker, & 
Stone (2002)

Without shear
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Nonlinear Parker mode, cont.

Surface density:   t /torb=1,2, 3fractional density perturbation

xy

z

17H17H

8H
Kim, Ostriker, & Stone (2002)

With shear

  Shear smears out density fluctuations at 
late time

Conclusion: in the 
nonlinear regime, 
Parker modes remove 
vertical magnetic 
support of ordered B 
fields in the disk but do 
not create massive 
clouds.
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Magneto-Jeans Instability
 Characteristics from linear-theory analysis: 

•  Nonaxisymmetric, self-gravitating
•  Present in low- or reversed- shear regions with nonzero B:

inner galaxies, spiral arms , but not  “average” outer disks
•  Thin disk: λ=2 LJ
•  Thick disk: maximum growth rate reduced by factor ~ 2; 
                        λ increased by factor ~ 2

Magnetic 
field

Mechanism: 
magnetic tension 
brakes shear flow 
from Coriolis 
force: epicycles 
do not close⇒ 
self-gravitating 
condensations 
grow

Time increasing 

Refs:
Lynden-Bell 1966
Elmegreen1987
Hanawa et al 1992
Kim&Ostriker 2001
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3D Simulations of MJI - low shear region
  Development of condensations is 

very rapid
  Preferred initial growth in radial 

stripes; stripes then fragment
  Characteristic mass is several 

Jeans masses
  Critical Q is increased by a factor 

~ (vA/qcs)1/2 for low-shear region 
(q=-dln Ω/ d ln R small) 
compared to q=1 (V=constant ) 
case ⇒ 

     gravitational instability possible 
for high Q in inner galaxy (region 
of rising rotation curve)

17H17H

8H

Model:    Q=0.7, vA/cs=1Kim, Ostriker, & 
Stone (2002)

See also:
Chou et al 2000, Kim & Ostriker (2001)
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Structure in 3D MJI model

Model:    Q=0.7, vA/cs=1

t/torb=0.5
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Magneto-Jeans instability in spiral arms

Q0=2.0, vA/cs=0.3, F=5%, 10%

Equilibrium profiles of spiral armsCompression of ISM into spiral 
arm produces local reversal in 
angular velocity shear profile 
due to angular momentum 
conservation: Ω ∝ R-2
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local spiral arm segment 
When large-scale spiral structure is present, a local region orbiting 

with  the spiral pattern may be studied (cf. Roberts 1969) 

Pitch angle i is small

Matter flows from inside to outside 
spiral arm inside corotation

Local box 
orbits with 
spiral pattern
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Spiral arm MJI: formation and 
fragmentation of spurs

  Local reduced/reversed shear profile: dln Ω/ d ln R= Σ/Σ0 - 2
  Low mean shear rate in arm  ⇒ favorable for MJI 
  Overdensities develop in arms  and and are convected downstream 
  Interarm shear creates “spur” shape; fragmentation follows

Kim & Ostriker (2002) 

F=3%, 
Q=1.5, β=1
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Spiral arm spurs and GMCs, cont. 

logΣ
Q0=1.5, vA/cs=1, F=3%

Stronger magnetic field ⇒ shock is weaker,  density in arm is lower, fragmentation slower 
Magnetic field helps to maintain integrity of spiral arm  

Q0=2.0, vA/cs=0.3, F=3%

logΣ
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Spurs in M51

Q0=1.5, β0=1, F=3%

Spurs & arm flow in model

See: La Vigne et al (2006) for HST archival survey of spur/feather 
frequency & properties
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3/26/08 35Kim & Ostriker (2006)
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Spiral-arms, spurs, & 
B-field

Shetty & 
Ostriker (2006) 
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Arm spur and 
B in 3D

Kim & Ostriker (2006)

Crossection along arm at t/torb=4.6 Volume rendering and crossection at t/torb=5.6 
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Model: Q=1.5, β0=100, s0=1 Kim, Ostriker, & Stone (2003)

GMC formation without spiral structure
  Without MRI, instability 

threshold is Q<1
  With MRI, instability 

threshold is Q~1.5
  Moderate magnetic fields 

brake rotation of forming 
GMCs
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Properties of clouds formed

For clouds formed in models 
with self-gravity and 
magnetic fields:

 Condensation masses are M ~ 
107M, corresponding to few-
several × MJ,2D

 Magnetic flux/mass ratios are 
supercritical, M/Φ ~ 1- 4 G-1/2 

(compared to M/Φcrit=0.16 G-1/2 )
 Magnetic surface torques provide 

braking to spin down clouds 
during condensation: J/Jgal< 0.1Kim, Ostriker, & 

Stone (2003)
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Summary
  Magnetic fields have important dynamical effects from the diffuse to the 

dense ISM, and are key in making the transition possible…
  Theory suggests many contributions from magnetic effects:

•  Magnetic tension + differential rotation produce turbulence via MRI
•  Magnetic fields support diffuse ISM against vertical- and self-gravity
•  Magnetic buoyancy initiates large-scale gas condensation (Parker modes) 
•  Magnetic tension counters epicyclic motion to allow Jeans instability in inner 

galaxy and spiral arms (MJI)
•  Magnetic tension brakes spin in contracting  GMCs 

  Numerical investigations show:
•  MRI produces magnetic fields comparable to strengths observed by HT
•  MRI-driven turbulence is large in outer galaxies (may limit SF)
•  Parker modes are unable to form bound clouds in nonlinear regime
•  With “magnetic boost,” self-gravity instability threshold is at Q~1.5
•  Magneto-Jeans modes in spiral arms create GMCs and arm spurs, while 

protecting global spiral structure
•  Magnetic braking reduces the spin of GMCs to << Jgal

  …and thanks to Tom Troland, we know that B is not just a theorist’s dream!
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Spatial/time/mass scales
 Scale height is
         H=0.15-0.5 LJ ~ 80-200 pc
 Sound, Alfven-wave crossing times over a scale height are
          ts =H/cs~tA= H/vA   ~ 1-2  107  yr 
Buoyancy instabilities initially develop on timescales ~ tA
 2D Jeans length is 
         LJ = cs

2/GΣ= 1.1 kpc (cs /7 km s-1)2 (10 M pc -2/ Σ)
 2D Jeans time is
          tJ=cs/GΣ= 1.6 108 yrs (cs /7 km s-1) (10 M pc -2/ Σ)
Gravity exceeds pressure for L>LJ 

Shear and epicyclic motion have similar timescales
 2D Jeans mass is
          MJ = LJ

2 Σ = 1.3 107 M (cs /7 km s-1)4 (10 M pc -2/ Σ)


